Newsletter Friday 1st May 2020

Due to COVID-19 we are operating a virtual school. Please contact
office@wfs.worcs.sch.uk and we will get back to you as soon as possible.
Now and Next Boards
Some of our pupils have found a ‘now and next board’ useful in school and our
Communication Team have produced a template and advice sheet for you to use if you feel
it might be helpful at home? Please click on the link to our website to have a look and print
a template off if you want to.
https://www.wfs.worcs.sch.uk/page/?title=Now+and+Next+Board&pid=305
What is a Now and Next Board?
The board has the words ‘Now’ on the left hand side and ‘Next’ on the right hand side, with
a space above to add a symbol or photograph. It is a visual strategy to help children
understand and complete desired tasks. It is almost like a list of jobs to do!
So what have our amazing pupils been up to recently? I hope you’re ready for a
roller coaster ride!

Class 10MF have been trying different life skills out..painting..washing...cooking...gardening

We’re still creating future Celebrity Chefs...watch out Jamie Oliver we are so hot on your
apron strings! Don’t forget, there are recipes on our You Tube Channel and one on the same
WFS website page as our newsletter every week.

Class 7A have been very busy over the last week or two, from writing letters to their friends,
to completing household chores, exploring the story of ‘Charlie and The Chocolate Factory’,
having fun in the garden and making up indoor games when it rains and finally...scoring
‘baskets’ for a ‘2 or 6 Challenge’ and Tate managed 26 baskets in 7 minutes!
Well Done Class 7A!

Class 8H in the meantime – have
been having lots of fun making
science experiments at home!

This week it has been all about
transport for BEECH Class, from
making boats to matching ‘transport
pairs’!

Whereas NURSERY pupils have been learning about how your garden grows and exploring
using senses.

Lots of pupils have been out and about locally and some of them have been making pictures
from items they’ve found in their garden or on their walks and pupils from CHERRY Class
went on a ‘Natural Treasure Hunt’ Challenge.

Some pupils have enjoyed Maths, English and PE (without realising!) and creating a ‘wish jar’
of things they want to do in the future.

HAZEL Class have been bug hunting and making cards to wish Captain Tom Moore a Happy
100th Birthday! There is a video of all their birthday art work on the WFS You Tube Channel.

Other students have been spending time with their pets; one of Tom’s hens has had
chicks!!!

And finally....
Aimee from Class 8H has drawn a fabulous picture of the staff and all her friends in her class
– can you spot yourself?

